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as the Samnani Green House,
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the half duplex in Vancouver’s
Kitsilano neighbourhood was a
collaborative project by SMD Interiors and MGA (Michael Green
Archictecture)

Architect Michael Green’s focus
on sustainable building is shaking
up the architecture world. He talks
to Structure about the crossover
between nature and buildings that
shape his work
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For as long as he can remember, Michael Green wanted
to be an architect.
“I have always been interested in making things, in art
and building,” says Green, who was born in Nunavut before moving with his family to Ottawa at age five. He later
studied architecture at Cornell University in New York.

It wasn’t until he was well established in his career that
Green’s passion for the profession kicked into high gear.
For years, architecture didn’t seem to quite connect
with his other love — the great outdoors. As a kid, Green
couldn’t spend enough time outdoors hiking, kayaking
and mountain climbing. In fact, a good chunk of his 20s
and 30s were spent climbing mountains around the world.

“For a long time, I struggled with how the two came
together,” Green says of nature and architecture.
The two eventually converged when Green moved back
to Canada from the U.S. about 20 years ago and settled in
Vancouver, where he now runs his namesake architecture
firm with a focus on sustainable design.

Green has since made headlines with his eyebrow-raising
2013 TED Talk, “Why we should build wooden skyscrapers,” and recently released a new book he co-authored
titled, Tall Wood Buildings: Design, Construction and
Performance.
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The premier issue of Structure focuses on the
latest movements in home design, as well as expert
information for decorators and renovators. The
magazine features stunning residential architecture
showcasing the best of West Coast, East Coast and
International design.
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Sections in each issue:

Trends: News and trends, the latest products for the home
and expert information for decorators and renovators
Luxury Living: We search out the best of design from
around the globe—chic finds, fun destinations, cool tech toys
and all other essentials for the good life
Investing: Thoughtful investment, portfolio and real estate
advice geared to high-net-worth individuals
Floor Plans: For an in-depth understanding of home
design & layout

Cutline to come for Michael
Green | SUBMITTED

of a large, imposing structure. The goal was to make it
seem more like a series of smaller buildings “huddled
together against the sometimes stormy coastal weather.”
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The inside of the home, versus the outside, is meant to be
ambiguous. “We didn’t want a great separation between
the inside and the outside,” says Watson. “We wanted
the house to reach out into the landscape. One way we
thought we could reinforce that was to continue the
interior material pallet outside and vice versa.”

One special feature is the location of the pool, designed
by Nova Scotia-based landscape architect Edward Versteeg. It is recessed about three-feet lower than the house,
facing the ocean. The idea is that the pool is part of the
landscape, and not visible from inside the house unless
you looked down standing from the glass walls.

that it could become a natural extension of the landscape.
“The challenge was, how do you get a place to be really
connected to the landscape, and not just a house that’s
sitting there with a pretty view,” he says. “It’s really a
balance between beauty and practicality.”

case gubergren prodesset at.

The smaller buildings are joined together with floor-toceiling glass walls, which allows for a continuous view
of the surrounding forest and sea. The view is perhaps
the most captivating at night, at sunset. “Our client felt
that the setting of the sun on the local bay could be a
primary focus of the house, thus creating a daily ritual
with nature,” Watson says.

Much of interior was also designed by Drawing Room,
including custom furniture in the master bedroom, doors
and cabinetry and the entire material palette of wall and
ceiling panels, tiles, plumbing fixtures everything attached to the house except. Kiosk in Toronto supplied the
Poliform kitchen cabinet and the large book case cabinet
in the great room. Schumacher Design helped in selecting
some of the unique furniture. A giant wood clothespin
in the front hall, called The Molletta, by Riva 1920, was
sourced from Toronto-based Italinteriors.

Mission accomplished as far as Watson and his team are
concerned, which also included Black Diamond Builders.
“We could not have done this without them,” says Watson. “There were a lot of custom details both inside and
out that were executed beautifully.”
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“There were also several views that were important to
her and, by orienting the various building wings to the
different vantage points, we hoped the house would
became more deeply tied to the site in a very direct and
personal way.”
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Overall, Watson says it was a challenging task and took
several major design changes to orient the house in a way

Most importantly, the client is thrilled.
“A lot of people think if you put house in the middle of
the woods you’ve done your job,” says Watson. “I think
it’s more involved with that. We were with a client that
completely understood this. I can’t understate how great
it was to work with her.” S

They also stayed true to the character of the area by using
the same local shingle as the home’s primary exterior
cladding material. “It feels natural and appropriate within
the local architectural context and further softens the
contemporary architecture,” Watson says.
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When it was time to build her home away from home on
the coast in Nova Scotia, Stuart Watson’s client had two
key asks: It had to respect the sea and blend in with the
local vernacular.
“She has a deep love for the area and felt it was important
that we were sympathetic to the local culture and vernacular, while still creating a comfortable contemporary
place for a modern family to live in. She also felt that the
home would need to relate strongly to the rich, diverse
nature evident throughout the heavily forested lot,”
says Watson, an architect and owner of Toronto-based
Drawing Room Architect Inc., which designed the home
for the client (who wishes to remain anonymous and to
keep the location of the property under wraps).
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Since the local architecture is mostly modest-sized, shingle-clad houses and small buildings that serve the fishing
and tourism industries, Watson and his colleagues chose
to design the home into smaller, bite-size pieces instead
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The prevent the home from feeling disjointed, Drawing
Room designed a long organizing wall that extends from
the front-entry canopy, garage and parking areas through
the house to the rear pool and patio areas and beyond to
the sea.
“The hard concrete wall serves as a foil for the lighter
shingle clad structures,” says Watson. “The concrete
forms were created with thin planking and we were able
to transfer the wood veining onto the finished concrete
to create a more natural feel.”
He says the fluidity is in juxtaposition to the lightweight
shingle and glass. The boundary between the inside and
outside was softened.
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Reaching engaged readers who are affluent,
successful and interested in real estate and design.
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New York Times International & Book Review
Household income
Home owners
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$100K+
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university or colege education)
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Adults 50+
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Stones, is a man of many
talents but his passion
is creating the hearth of
the home – the fireplace

rates/dates
February 9
February 13
March 2018

August 17
August 22
October 2018

Paper Stock
Cover: 
Text: 

By Paula araB

The Italian Renaissance may have had Michelangelo and Lorenzo Ghiberti, but modern-day
Canada has Mark Vanderpost.

more relatively modern-by-comparison workmanship
of the 18th and 19th century is disappearing, laments
Vanderpost.
“That old craftsmanship, it’s something that’s lost today,”
he says. “I just don’t think most projects would ever get
the budget to execute those kinds of buildings and details
anymore. They involve so much sculpting. ”
Vanderpost’s Trumeau Stones also offers cast stone masonry – a manufactured product that simulates natural
cut stone, which is millions of years old. stone. “It’s more
cost effective and it’s still realistic looking,” he says of
cast stone. “They can’t tell the difference. It’s cheaper.”

mantels. But to the modern eye, Vanderpost’s
intricately sculpted stoneworks are every bit
the masterpieces of those old-world masters
who give him much of his inspiration.

And like any good Renaissance Man, the
founder of Trumeau Stones is a man of many
talents – an architect, an artist, a master
carver, sculptor, stonemason, entrepreneur
and most recently, a vigneron, relocating his
studio to a vineyard in Norfolk County, some

Cast stone blocks start around $3,000. By comparison, a
12-inch thick block of marble imported from Italy costs
$10,000.
While Vanderpost’s clients have sent him around the
world to research and replicate designs, it’s the architecture of Paris and the landscape of the south of France
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Fall/Winter 2018
Sales close:
Material due:
Publication date:

Maker
While Ghiberti spent nearly three decades
sculpting a pair of bronze doors for a cathedral
in Florence – which Michelangelo called the
“gates of paradise” – Vanderpost takes three
months tops, to create his hand-carved marble

Publishing Dates
Spring/Summer 2018
Sales close:
Material due:
Publication date:

Mantel

80lb Gloss Text
60lb Gloss Text

Distribution50,000
Rates (Net)
Full Page:
1/2 Page:
1/4 Page:

$10,300
$5,300
$2,800

Premium Positions
Inside Back Cover:
Inside Cover Spread:
Outside Back Cover:
Double-Page Spread:

$14,500
$22,100
$15,200
$18,200

that inspires him most. So it’s fitting that his new digs
on Trumeau Farm overlook a quintessentially French
countryside scene: two vineyards on either side of his
window. “That’s my view, every day. It’s really inspiring.
This area is a really beautiful area,” he says.
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Business has boomed since the move outside the city in
2014, reports Vanderpost. The rebranding with the Smoke
and Gamble wine label, along with the help of Instagram,
has helped Trumeau Stones get noticed well beyond the
Canadian market. He has recently completed mantels for
high-end homes in California, Chicago and Winnipeg.
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Ultimately, it’s the personal touch and the intimacy of
welcoming clients into his home that creates a unique
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mechanical specs
Format
Full Page
Double-Page Spread
1/2 Horizontal
1/4 Horizontal

Trim
10.75” x 10.75”
21.5” x 10.75”

Bleed
11.25” x 11.25”
22” x 11.25”

General inquiries:

Live Area
9.75” x 9.75”
20.5” x 9.75”
8.4” x 4”
8.4” x 1.9”

Accepted file formats

Note Final electronic file of advertising
material, in order of preference
1 Certified PDF/x 1a or press-ready PDF
(300 DPI, CMYK, no spot colors, all fonts
and images embedded)
(Note: we cannot make changes to these files)

2 Illustrator CS6 (or lower) EPS file with all
fonts converted to outlines (300 DPI, CMYK,
no spot colors, all images embedded)
3 Macintosh InDesign CS6 with associated
fonts and graphics

Sending material
E-mailed ads

FTP

To: mpearsall@biv.com
Subject: (publication name)/Your Company Name
A Send your files as a single Stuffit or Zipped
file attached to your e-mail message.
Include a contact name and number in
the body of the message. Let us know
what you are sending: what program it
was created in and in what format.
B Please phone your sales representative
directly with specific instructions or requests.

A Use our FTP server to transfer
files larger than 3 megs.
Our ftp address is: ftp.biv.com, path:
BIVMG/SpecialPubs. Use bivguest as both
your user name and password. In Explorer
try: ftp://bivguest@ftp.biv.com/BIVMG/
SpecialPubs. The password is still bivguest.
B Use your company name as the file name.
C Please advise your sales rep that
you have sent the file.

Marie Pearsall
Project Delivery Manager
604-608-5158
mpearsall@biv.com

